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touch�the�unit�whilst�in�operation�-�it�gets�hot

attempt�to�remove�the�lid�during�operation

add�any�chemicals�to�the�water�pored�into�the

unit

attempt�to�use�volatile�substances�and�toxic

materials�in�buffers,�or�inappropriate�loads
such�as�easy�melting�plastic

do�not�lubricate�the�gasket

place�the�unit�on�heat�sensitive�surfaces

polished�wood�or�glass

open�the�Depressurization�Valve�( )�during

the�cycle

�press�Start�button�once�the�cycle�has

been�started,�as�this�will�reset�the�cycle
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leave�the�Depressurization�Valve�( )�in�the

"open"�position�when�placing�the�lid�upside
down�on�a�work�surface

immerse�the�unit�or�electrical�cord�in�water

when�cleaning

use�abrasive�materials�or�lubricants�when

cleaning

use�in�areas�of�risk�associated�with�flammable

materials�or�gasses

attempt�to�change�fuses�until�the�unit�has

been�unplugged�from�the�mains.�Only
qualified�persons�should�change�fuses

reach�over�the�unit�when�removing�cover,�to

do�so�may�cause�burns�from�rising�heat�and
steam
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Please�remember�that��the�2100�Retriever�is�an�autoclave�and�should�be�handled�appropriately

RUNNING�THE�ANTIGEN-UNMASKING�CYCLE
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Fill the Retriever’s body with 750 ml of deionised water

Place the slides into Slide Chamber and add the

appropriate processing Buffer

Place�the�Chamber�Rack�into�the�body

Place�the�Slide�Chambers�into�the�Rack

Close the Lid by first alining the black arrows on the lid

and the Body of the unit and then turning the lid

Plug�the�power�cord�into�the�socket

Make sure that the Depressurizing Valve is closed

Push the Start button. The cycle starts and runs

automatically for about 20 minutes

The�Cycle�will�run�for�approxima-

tely�20�minutes.The�following�se-

quence�of�events�occurs:

L1�illuminates

L2 illuminates

As the temperature rises, air will be

displaced by steam through the Air

Bleed Device located in the lid.

Pressure Indicator ( ) will rise

indicating the unit is now pressurized.

The Temperature and Pressure

conditions are reached when:

Lights: L1 illuminates

L2 flashes

L3 illuminates

Cycle is completed when

the Buzzer sounds.

Lights: L1 illuminates

L4 illuminates

(Note: L4 remains until a

new cycle is started or the unit is

disconnected from the mains power)
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The cycle is completed. Let the Unit to cool for 2 hours

or overnight. 2 hours is a suggested minimal time and

. Open the

Depressurizing Valve, open the Lid. Remove the

Chambers from the Rack and rinse the slides twice with

deionised water. Add PBS or other buffer to the slides

and proceed further with immunostaining.

is part of the processing cycle

taptum
For�detailed�information�visit

www.antigen-retriever.com


